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Abstract 
Both numerical and analytical models have been developped to simulate the thermal 

behaviour of an SOI substrate covered with anti-reflective and reflective stripes during a 
laser-induced zone-melting recrystallization process. The models are based on completely 
different sets of hypotheses and appear truely complementary. In particular, results obtained 
with the more flexible analytical model suggested how those given by the numerical one could 
be interpreted and exploited to gain maximum information. 

The selective laser annealing introduced by J.-P. Colinge in 1982 [1] is still the only technique 
suitable for obtaining deposited layers of device-worthy monocrystalline silicon, and hence for 
three-dimensional integration. Although it has evolved since its invention, its principle has 
remained unchanged. A polysilicon layer is grown on top of an oxide covered wafer and then 
zone-melted with a scanning laser beam. A pattern of alternating anti-reflective (AR) and 
reflective (R) coatings deposited on the film modulates the power absorbed by the silicon and 
creates thermal gradients (Fig. 1). 

The anti-reflective regions reach a higher temperature and thus recrystallize later than the 
neighbouring reflective regions. All crystalline defects concentrate at the middle of those regions, 
leaving the rest of the layer monocrystalline and defect-free. The optimization of this technique 
is very delicate, due to difficult control of numerous parameters : laser power, beam diameter, 
absorbance under AR and R coatings, substrate temperature, scanning velocity and direction, 
etc. Simulations could not replace all experimental studies but can help understanding the 
influence of each of those parameters on the thermal profile induced by the laser beam. 

1 Numerical simulation 

The complexity of the problem arises from its three-dimensional nature : the layers are stacked in 
one direction (z), the anti-reflective and reflective stripes stretch into another (y), and the laser 
beam is scanned along a third (v). A three-dimensional numerical simulator would have been 
very bulky and computer time-consuming. So, only a 2-D simulator has been implemented, 
limited to a plane (xz) perpendicular to both the layered structure and the AR/R stripes. 
Moreover, the region under study was reduced to half a period A of the stripe pattern, with 
periodicity and symmetry conditions at boundaries. 

These hypotheses are strictly valid only at the middle of a stationary laser spot. A quasi-
static assumption allows us to extend the applicability of the model to dynamical problems, 
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Figure 1: Principle of selective laser recrystallization 

but the symmetry hypothesis will still limit the accuracy of this solution near the edge of the 
laser spot. In fact, almost all lateral heat flows are neglected, in both directions perpendicular 
and parallel to the plane of the model. There only remain an in-depth heat transmission and 
exchanges between adjacent AR and R regions. 

The thermal equations were solved with a finite difference method, taking into account 
variations of optical and thermal coefficients with phase transitions. The equations are : 

v^nff p(r,iy 
dT(r~,t) = - V • J(f<l) + Q(r-it) - H(Pj) 

dt 
J(?,t) = -KP(?,T)VT{pit) 

(1) 

(2) 

- 3 1 CP(?,T) [JcmrzK-1) is the specific heat, J{ft) [Js-^m-2] is the heat flow, Q{~t) [Js~lcm 
is the density of absorbed laser power, i / ^ r ) [Js~lcrn~3] is the heat generation rate for fusion 
and solidification, and K^T) [J s^cm'1 K~]) is the thermal conductivity. The incident laser 
beam power is gaussian : 

Pi, (x,y,t) 
2Po -2 
IT ur 

( l - u I l ) 2 + ( y - l . , < 0 2 

(3) 

where P0 [W] is the total power of the beam, w [cm] is its radius, and vx and vy [cms-1] are 
the two components of the scan velocity. This power density is modulated by the AR/R stripe 
pattern and by the absorption profile in the multilayer structure : 

Q(f,t) - F(l£x,z)P(x,y.t) (4) 

F does not depend on y as the stripes are kept parallel to that direction. 
Starting from an equilibrium state with no laser power, i.e. t —• - co , the time variable 

was increased step by step. At each step, the 2-D system was solved with an ADI (Alternating 
Direction Iteration) method. When the scanning direction is parallel to the stripes, i.e. vx - 0, 
the result, given as a function of time, can be reinterpreted to give the instantaneous temperature 
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profile along a line in the same direction. This is done by establishing an equivalence between 
the coordinate y and the time t : 

2 PQ 2
In+(»o-"i/')2 

Q(xo,yo,z0,t) = F{2,xo2o)---^e =3 for y0 fixed and t variable 

2 PQ :
Jo+(y-' 'y 'o)2 

Q{xo<y,z0,to) - F(^xo,z0)-^2e w' f o r *o fixed and y variable (5) 

For all other scanning directions1, this can not be done and much more computing is needed to 
determine the shape of the melted zone. 

2 Analytical modelling 

In order to complete this 2-D simulator, an analytical model has been developped, that takes 
account of the whole structure and 3-D heat flows. Of course, an analytical model could not 
pretend to be more general and accurate than a numerical one and a series of other approxima
tions had to be made. The absorbed laser power was divided in two : a gaussian component 
Qo a n d a correction Qv for the stripe pattern : 

Q(x,y,z,t) = Qo(x,y,z,t) + Qp(x,y,z,t) (6) 

Each component gives rise to a heat flow and thus two components of temperature can be 
computed. They were simply added, assuming a small magnitude for the perturbative term : 

T(x,y,z,t) = T0(x,y,z,t) + TV(x,y,z,X) ( 7 ) 

For the first term, a 3-D equation was solved only in the bulk silicon wafer, whereas a 1-D 
thermal flow was assumed in the thin surface layers of oxide and silicon. The 3-D part is based 
on an analysis given in reference [2]. The 1-D part is a simple integration of equations (1) and 
(2), with the quasi-static assumption ( ^ = 0). 

For the second term, the dependance in z was dropped and the heat flow was considered 
only in the plane of the silicon film, as there is no net flow toward the depth of the wafer and the 
silicon layer is thin compared to the width of the AR and R stripes [3]. Apart from a gaussian 
factor due to the laser beam profile, Qp has a periodical crenel shape, with period A. A Fourier 
decomposition can be applied : 

2P0 _2(«-«*oa+(»-v)2 ~ / 2 7 r \ 
Q**.v.t) =-tfe ^ Z ^ c o s ^ — x j (8) 

Computations were limited to the first order term. With those hypotheses and at the expense 
of one numerical integration, it was possible to compute the instantaneous temperature profile 
under the moving laser beam with a separation of variables : 

T
P(x,y,t) = Tpi(Vit) cos ( —x) +••• (9) 

This model is far easier to handle than the numerical simulation because all variables (x, y, and t) 
can be handled independently, and results can be rapidly presented in different forms : evolu
tion of temperature at a given point, instantaneous thermal profile along a line, evolution of 

'Actually, a similar manipulation can be done for a scan perpendicular to the stripes because F ( ^ x , y ) is 
periodic. 
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Figure 2: Some results obtained with the analytical model : 1-D thermal profiles at the centre 
of AR and R zones, and instantaneous 2-D isotherm 

isotherms in the film plane (fig. 2). The latter is one of the most interesting, since the isotherm 
at the melting point of silicon can be considered to represent the liquid-solid interface. This is 
an approximation, since the analytical model can not account for any phase transition. 

3 Discussion 

The analytical model allowed to study the undulations of the edge of the melted zone for different 
positions of the laser spot relative to the AR/R stripes. To resume all situations, we computed 
two curves, named Ma and Mr, representing the locations of respectively the outward and the 
inward peaks of the melted zones (at the center of respectively the AR and R zones) for all 
positions of the stripes relative to the spot. For a fixed position, the edge of the melted zone 
(curve M) is confined between those curves (Fig. 3). 

For a scanning parallel to the stripes, the pattern is stationnary, but for any slanted or 
perpendicular scan, the curve M glides between the curves Ma and Mr. An important conclusion 
is that the two curves Ma and Mr seem to be independant of the scanning direction. This is 
not obvious from the analytical expressions, but can be verified on numerical results. This 
suggests a way to extend the scope of the numerical simulations. As computations are much 
easier for a scan parallel to the stripe structure, the curves Ma and MT can be determined for 
that configuration. Then, these curves are simply rotated for other scanning directions. An 
approximation of the shape of the melted zone can be obtained by alternately joining the points 
on the curves at the middle of AR and R zones. An a posteriori justification can be found 
assuming that the difference between AR and R zones is not too important, and that the size 
of the model is small enough. The region under study, wide as half the period A and infinitely 
thin, can be considered as a tiny probe sensing the temperature both under AR and R stripes 
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Figure 3: Curves Ma and Mr limiting the edge of the melted zone M for a slanted scan 

at a given location. Only the mean position of this probe is important, its orientation has little 
influence. It is as if the temperature at the middle of AR and R zones were two independant 
functions evaluated at the same point. 

A second important problem is the comparison with experimental results. Although the 
numerical simulation can give very accurate and detailled data, it is difficult to obtain corre
sponding experimental data because they are both microscopic and transient. The analytical 
model can be modified -in fact, simplified- to give the thermal profile only at the level of the 
center of the laser spot [3]. There, the temperature rise is near its highest and computed widths 
of the melted zone are maximum. This can be compared to the track left by a single scan across 
the stripes (fig. 3). Again transposing to the numerical model, we can obtain similar results, 
though with a less elegant trial-and-fail method. Using the preceding assumption, computations 
were of course carried out for a parallel scan and then transposed for slanted and perpendicular 
scans. The figure 4 shows a comparison between the three results. The fitting is reasonably 
good, considered that the models contain no adjustment parameter. 

4 Conclusion 

A physical model, whether numerical or analytical, is always a partial reflection of reality. 
We have shown here a case wherein two models, based on entirely different hypotheses and 
principles, could provide complementary results and lead to conclusions each one could not 
have revealed independently. The analytical model gives a three-dimensional, global point of 
view, and allows flexible manipulations by external computations. The numerical one is on the 
contrary cumbersome for automated handling, but gives a detailled description of a restricted 
region. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of experimental and simulated melted widths at the centre of AR and R 
stripes 
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